
 

 
 
Blocks A-E 
 
Stage One: Selection of alternative seat from January until the end of the 2021/22 season 
Season ticket holders in Blocks A-E have been emailed a survey, which should be completed and 
returned to the club by Wednesday, November 17. Those supporters who we have no email address 
on record for will be sent a letter. 
 
If you feel you should have been sent an email, but have not received one, please contact 
northlower@pompeyfc.co.uk 
 
The club may not be able to accommodate everyone in their chosen area due to lack of availability, 
so have asked supporters to state their preferences in order. 
 
There is also the option to group friends and family members together by providing their names and 
Client ID numbers. 
 
Supporters will then have their new seat details confirmed in the week commencing November 29 
and there will be an opportunity to make any further changes until Friday, December 10. 
 
New season cards will be issued from Monday, December 13, which can be used from the Wigan 
game on Saturday, January 8. 
 
Supporters will also receive a paper ticket to use in their existing seat for the match against Oxford 
United on Boxing Day. 
 
Current availability of seats 

Area Available Seats 

North Lower (Blocks F-K)* 529 

North Upper 830 

South Stand 1,246 

Fratton End 758 
 
*There is limited availability in Blocks F-J for groups of four or more supporters to be seated together, 
although there is good availability for large groups in Block K and the North Upper. 
 
To help with any queries regarding the relocation process and your allocated new seat, open 
evenings will be held at Fratton Park from November 30 until December 10 to discuss any issues. 
 
These dates will be confirmed when supporters are written to in November with details of their 
allocated seats from January until the end of the season. 
 
Stage Two: Confirming your seats for 2022/23 season 
The North Lower will have a different seating configuration from next season, with the addition of 
600 new seats. 
 
A new seating map – which overlays supporters’ current seats into the new configuration – will be 
created in March 2022. 
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Supporters will be contacted directly at this time, advising them of the new seating position and 
asking whether this is correct. 
 
Thank You! 
We fully appreciate and understand the inconvenience that the relocation of seats has caused for a 
significant proportion of our season ticket holders, but if these works are delayed any further, then  
the capacity will reduce further and parts of the stadium could be closed completely. 
 
The end result will be a better and safer stand, which will be future proofed to work hand-in-hand 
with any future planned extensions to the North Stand. 
 
Portsmouth Football Club would like to thank supporters for their support and if there are any 
questions regarding the completion of the survey – or any part of the redevelopment work – then 
please email northlower@pompeyfc.co.uk or call the ticket office on 0345 646 1898 (option seven). 
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